Figure A: Graph showing the 50% Mech Threshold (g) for AHF and Normal Chow groups. The graph includes data points for liquid diet +4%, +5%, and +6% alcohol intake, indicated by arrows.

Figure B: Graph showing ABWL (s) over weeks. The graph includes data points for liquid diet +4%, +5%, and +6% alcohol intake, indicated by arrows.

Figure C: Graph showing Cumulative Hindpaw Lick/Guard Events (#) against 44°C Hotplate Duration (s). The graph includes data points for AHF and Naive groups, indicated by diamond and square symbols, respectively.

Figure D: Bar graph showing the number of Leaning (Escape) Events for Chow and AHF groups. The AHF group shows a significant increase compared to the Chow group, indicated by an asterisk.